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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jim AIIchin
Tuesday, August 13, 2002 6:55 PM
Brian Valentine; Will Poole; Mike Beckerman
RE: Sfp api and WM setup

Lonny needs interpersonal training No question. I am sorry for his comments to you. They were inappropriate.
I don’t want to seem like I always side with the base team, but ...
1. You guys KNEW about this for months and months wilh Corona. You just depdoritized it. Yes, we can use the J
exception, but it was not right engineering-wise that you ever used this in the first place. What is the impact of doing
the right thing?
2. And while i’m on it... I never responded to Mike’s mail about source. I just don~ get it. I really don"[. You guys
cause yourselves so much hassle by fighting putting the source into the tree. Did you know that Dave found errors on
your calls to memset (I th~nk ~t was) -- you had swapped the variables in the gall so you really weren’t zeroing memory.
You have bugs that he can find, but not until he has the source. You don’t get any of the benefits of archiving the
source, mechanical scans that can be done, and on and on. I just don’t understand why you have resldcted putting the
source =n the tree. Having it built doesn’t mean that you have to support it -- that is another issue (per our discussion of
the 64bit direct sound for example). But, no amount of explanation will help me understand why you didn’t put the
source in the common tree. The goal of all the source with no FCIBs was made clear to you probably over a year ago (it
is so iong ago I can’t remember). I can’t believe you complain so much about this when I bet I could assign one guy in
the base team and they would just do it. Again, mowng the source is different than suppod=ng. Please move the
source.

From:

Brian Valentine

,$~nt:
Te:

Friday, Augu~ 09, 2002 11:02 AM
W~ll Poole; Mike Beckerman; Jim AIIchin

Lonny is that way - real good - but could interact in a debate to save his life .. he knows it. he has been told
it, . I know there are always tow sides to each story and t know how Lonny is - so I put on the Lonny filter in
everything That’s why I am not jumping up and down and screaming with him. IfDaveC was screaming about
it, then I would listen differently,
.... Original Message ....
From: Will Poole
Sent: Friday, August 09, 2002 10:45 AN
To: Brian Valentine; Mike Beckerman; 3im Allchin
Subject: RE: Sfp api and WM setup
I have seen substantially more professional and constructive engineering engagements with Netscape and AOL. Last I
checked we all work for the same company. Calling us deficient in ~ntegrity, among other things, because of how the
project has been handled is just over the top. Lonny’s lack of professionalism in approaoh alone makes it not worth my
while in engaging further.
d~m, unless you feel there is some outstanding reason to dwe into th,s, we will leave the code as is and make the
changes in longhorn.
Brian, maybe you can suggest that Lonny take a class or two in conflict resolution.
.... Original Message ....
F~om.’ Brian Valentine
Sent.’ Friday, August 09, 2002 9:21 AM
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To: Nike Beckerman; Jim AIIchin; Will Poole
Subject: FW: Sfp api and WN setup
Imporlance: High

I asked Lonny for comments.., obviously he is fired up about this,..I am not going to get in the middle of this you guys should decide what’s right/makes sense based on where you are at and go from there. An~ime there
are exceptions, it’s bad, and we do get ourselves into weird places like having to doe or take exception on
doc’ing the apis..
.... Original Message ....

From: ~nny McMichael
Sent: Friday, August 09, 2002 7:39 AM
1"o: Brian Valentine; 3ira Allchin
Subject: RE; Sfp api and WM setup
Importance: High
Yeah, I got some comments...
--- Original 1’4essage ....
From:

Briar) V~IeI~U ne

Sent:
T~:
Subject:

Thursday, AugLtst 08, 2002 6:13 PM
Lonny McM~chael
FW: Sfp ap~ and WM setup

Fyi.. comments?
.... Original Message ....
From: Mike Beckerman
Sent: Thursday, August 08, 2002 6:11 PM
To: Will Poole; Brian Valentine
Cc; Jim AIIchin
Subject: RE: Sfp apt and WN setup
Here’s the situation.
1) ]’he SfcFileException API was called by our WMP 7.0 player setup that shipped back in 2000, and again by our
7.1 player setup Ibm shinned in 4!’(31 ~lnd fh~t is .~till available nn the w~.b tod~v (snd will mm~in so until we’ve RTM’d lhe
Corona player.)
Pdvileged
Corona is irrelevant to that. 8P1 is irrelevant 1o that. Obviously given the security implications we’re going to call it out
as an exception.
Obviously those products are ’~ater under the bridge", and nothing can be done about them now. But that is really
irrelevant to the discussion of whether the WMP team continues to circumvent WFP m this manner. It should also be
noted that neither of the aforementioned velsions installs on Windows XP, thus if we changed lhe interface for XPSP1
end ,NET Server, it wouldn’t affect those products.
2)
We are ddving toward RTM - lockdown for our RC1 test pass is 8/19; 10 days from now. We use exception
packages where possible, however, we will not be able to completely remove all uses of the API.
If they truly did use exception packages, there would be absolutely no reason for them to be by-passing WFP. I would
seriously question whether they use exception packages anywhere. You guys should be aware that when the Exception
Package process was odginal designed, it was envisioned that the WinSE team would be the gatekeepers of the
signature, and that out-of-band components would have to get their catalogs signed by the WinSE team (thus allowing us
to track and audit their submissions, making sure they’re doing the right things, etc.). However, the WinSE team decided
not to spend resources here, and simply granted signing authority to every team doing exceptmn packages. Thus, the
WMP team may have in fact created a catalog and signed ~t w~th the Exception Package certificate, but that does not an
exception package make (-I-here’s a separate interesting question of exactly what they’re doing with any catalogs
they’ve gotten signed, because even if lhey were installing the catalog directly (i.e., not via Exception Package
mechanism), its presence at the time of file replacement would satisfy WFP’s d~g~tal signature verification, thus their new
files should’ve been left alone.
I think it’s safe to say that the WMP team decided not to spend any resources on figuring out what they were doing
2
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wrong, and instead found this back-door and decided to do a quick-aed-didy hack and move on to more and more "cool
features". Of course, serviceability, upgradability, and stability of the O8 a~en’t cool features that WMP can market.
We’ve worked our butts off to try to catch any and all reboot scenarios from our setup and there’s a very high degree of
risk that abandoning this API will introduce new cases.
Don’t buy this for a minute--th~s API has absolutely NOTHING to do with reboots. They keep trying to use this argument,
and Ihere’s no truth to it There’s nothing inherent in the exceplion package mechanism that necessitates a reboot. If
you have files that are in-use by someone, then by default we have to queue up the new files for delayed rename. If they
want to avoid this, then they would need to ensure that those files aren’t in-use prior to ~aying down new flies, irrespective
of the method by which those files are copied.
I suspect that the WMP team has simply renamed the existing in-use files to some other name (e.g., foo,old), then are
copying their new file to its final name. Of course, anyone who has the existing file in-use will continue to use the old
version, and the mix of old and new may cause problems, depending on the nature of the binaries affected. (Thus, the
user might experience weird instability that would necessitate a reboot anyway. Only now, instead of being explicitly told
they needed to reboot, they just experience what lhey’ve come to expect trom Microsoft--system inexplicably goes
’‘weird", so it’s time to reboot again.)
Having said the above, if it truly is safe to do this, then they’re still covered, because INFs can specify an "immediate
replacement" flag that performs this same action. Typically, it is assumed that a reboot will immediately follow anyway
(setupapi provides this flag for components that load eady on before delayed renames can occur, so that we’re sure to
get the right kernel, hal, etc.). They could, however, suppress this reboot prompt if, as they claim, this is safe to do.
To recap, the WMP guys always raise the reboot issue (Jim, I’m sure they th~nk il’ll get them a lot of mileage with you,
s~nce I know you’ve beat them up before about requiring reboots-and dghtly so)., but they never back it up with
substantive information about what exactly il is they’ve done, and why that prevents them from using exception
packages. Instead, they refer vaguely to "working their butts off’ and the "special-casing and other beautiful things"
they’ve done.

Privileged

4)
We have no plans to do any other player release until Longhorn.
So? All this means is that they can continue to ignore the issue.
5)
If and whenever we have to do another standalone release package after Corona, we will no longer call that or
any other undocumented API.
Given their past track record, I think the only thing that would ensure they stop doing this is to make it so they can’t. I’ve
been pushing to make sure that we fix WFP for Longhorn so that these "back-doors" go away. I’ve been tmking to the
filesystem guys about this, and th~s is integral to our "consistent ddver install" (aka, "driver lock-down") story for
Longhorn (Jim, I think this would be a good topic to d~scuss in our upcoming review with you.)
We can force these guys to do someth,ng now. If we change the WFP interface, then those guys witl be forced to either
(a) figure out the new "back-door" or (b) fix this right. It’s distressing that we’d have to consider such a possibility, but th~s
is an option. This is what BrianV referred to when he mentioned that the issue was time-critical for XPSP1.
the effort is more than just a simple cede change, it’s serious work for us to then find and fix new reboot scenarios if
that% indeed possible. Our install matrix includes Win98SE, WinME, Win2K, and WinXP, and service pack variants.
Given that the API must be called oul as an exception anyway we just don’t have the luxury of time to make this change,
work all of the test permutations (and likely slip RTM), all in the ~nterest of purity.
I wonder how these guys rate on the "integrity" values the company is focusing on these days? They ignore this problem
for as long as possible, then claim it’s too late to fix it. This unfortunately isn’t the first group who doesn’t think about their
component’s robust installation and serviceability until the 111h hour, then claim it’s too late and they’ll "do better next
time". Of course, when next time comes around, once again they’ve been too busy focusing on new features to won’y
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about such mundane tasks as ensuring their component installs cleanly, can be serviced, upgraded etc.
You guys now how hard we’ve been trying over here to tnj to get off of old stuff and get resources moved to Longhorn.
How can they claim that a product that hasn’t even shipped yet is legacy (i.e., "old stuff")???
We just wrapped our SP3 work, are still finishing testing of SPI, and we’ve got all this Corona work to wrap up. Looking
at lhe complete picture, I don’t believe that worrying about this API in Corona is the dght business trade-off
I thought part of the "business trade-off’ meant not shipping software that screws customers. As you know, we just didn’t
come up with WFP and Exceplion Packages to give other teams busy-work. This mechanism is critical to ensudng that
we can propedy service the OS, do the right thing when upgrading, and in general, avoid DLL Hell. I do not see a strong
interest from the WMP team m these aspects of what it means to ship a quality product.
That said, as always, if you make the business call to do this anyway then we’ll execute as effectively as possible.
-Mike
.... Original Message ....
From; W~II Poole
Sent-" Tuesday, August 06, 2002 6:30 PN
]o; Brian Valentine; Mike Beckerman
¢¢-" .lim AIIchin
Subject: RE: Sfp api and WM setup
I was not aware and will look into this with Mike asap.
thanks
.... Original Message ....
From: Bdan Valentine
Sent; Tuesday, August 06, 2002 6:18 PM
To-" Jim AIIchin.: Will Poole
Subject= FW; Sl’p api and WM setup
Importance: High

According to the base guys, the media player found their own hack around WFP and didn’t call the exception
process the right way, etc.., so when we documented the called for the compliance decree, we had to take an
exception on the way it done for security reasons. According to Lonny, the player could fix this the right way but he said they are getting a lot of resistance from the player folks Are you guys aware of this? We have to
make some decisions this week on SP1 and how to handle this. So it’s time critical. I think the right answer is
that the player fixes itself to follow the rules.
.... Original Message ....
From: Lonny McHichael
Sent: Tuesday, August 06, 2002 6:14 PM
To-" Brian Valentine
Cc: Patty Esack
Subject: FW: Sfp api and WM setup
Importance: High
Brian, here’s one of the early threads regarding Windows Media Player’s use of the SfcFileException back-door, The
more recent thread was atty-client privileged, and I’ve requested that Sue Glueck (the LCA representative on that thread)
fonmard the thread to you.
Thanks, Lonny
.... Ong~nal Message ....
From:
Lonny McMich~el
Sent:

To:
C::
Subject-"

Tuesday’, February 26, 2002 2:14 PM

Zach Robinson; Scott Hamson
Nadan Trandafir; Bob Fruth; Brett Mdler; Erik Odenborg; Jason Cobb; Jarn~e Hunter
RE: Sfp api and WN setup
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Below...
--- Onglnal Nessage ....
From:
Zach Robinson
Sent:
Wednesday, February 20, 2002 5:2’1 PM
To:
Scott Harnson
~:
Manan Trandafir; Bob Fru~; Lonny McMichael; E~rel:t: N~ller
Subje©t-"
RE: Sfp apt and WN setup

Hmm Recalling this fully may be difficult, as it was in 1999 and I purge mail regularly The little I have in my old SFP
folder written in 1999:
* Doesn’t seem to work on RC2, work-around ,s to delete catalog fll~. ~tr~ package works fm~ on RC3? Work around is to
delete our catalog fdes.
* Doesn’t seem to work on var,ous builds. Work around ~s to tell test we only support IDW builds.
Above seem to reflect the fact thai WFP was unstable in its early days--no surprise, and not germane to this discussion.
* Doesn’t version check on file installs, just overwrites. This forces us to have version checkin9 logic in the packag~ host
appli cations.
This is very much by-design. Basing copy decisions on a per-file version number simply does not work The versioning
should be done at the package (i.e., component) level, and once the decision is made that a given package should be
installed, then aii files associated therewith must be installed to ensure package integrity (and maintain environment in
which said package was tested/verified, etc.). This is not an argument against using exception packages, it’s an
indication that you are installing your files presently under broken assumptions.
* Beyonds specs and FAQs, seems to be little dev support for this. Since it’s kind of flakey r~ght now, that’s pret~ critical
to us not getting bogged down debu99in9 what should be trwial issues.
This reflects the fact that exception packages were meant to be few and far between, and our (na’l’ve) approach was that
if we made it harder to do an exception package, then fewer groups would attempt to do so. Instead, we found that they
plowed dght on ahead and either (a) circumvented WFP altogether (as you’ve done) or (b) constructed a bogus
exception package, gol signing authority from WinSE team. and proceeded to screw us by distributing packages that we
could neither administer nor upgrade.
* At this point it requires us to use setupepi.dll to install our flies. Thief I~an~ error recovery and reboot state ~ssues and nonadmln issues ore out of our control.
Please expand on this point. What do you meat= by "error recovery"? If an error occurs dudng setupapi queue
committal, then we rollback the entire queue, so that the resultant on-disk state is left unaltered.
Also, could you elaborate on what "reboot state issues" you encountered? When setupapi is dealing with a signed
package, it will not request a reboot unless absolutely required (e.g., if the existing file is in-use, and we must copy a new
one over). To deal with this, you could ensure that the file(s) you’re replacing arenl in use prior to committing the fite
queue.
I also remember that JasonC and I spent time with a couple of guys from the WMP team (sorry, don~ remember their
names) to assist them in developing a better algorithm for upgrading CD-ROM class filter ddvers such that reboots were
avoided ~f at all possible. (This was a result of JimAII encountering a rebeot request when installing WMP.) The last I
heard, thal work was never incorporated into any WMP update.
Finally, w.r.t. "non-admin ~ssues", this is simple. Non-edmins should not be able to replace global in-box components.
Period. If you guys are trying to address that, you’re going to run right up against the security wall (~f you havenf.
already).

I believe that what was happening was that we found Exception Packages were not working rehably. We got Andrew Ritz
to look into our package, nothing was amiss, I believe Kirt Debique pulled in some security guy to tnple-check thai the
test cart / catalog were being ~nstalted correctly, and everything checked out there too. I had h~gh pressure on me to get
this working, and it simply wasn’t.
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As far as specific bugs, I think the issue was with regards to not calling SfcFileExceplion for the files, so they were being
replaced when they should not have been. I believe I followed this one up with Andrew as well (perhaps someone else?)
and they assured me that should not be a problem, whereas I found that my own implementation callling SFE fixed the
issue.
Thankfully enough there is no third option on the table: we are not and will not be talking about documenting this, as
if wouldn’t make any sense to do so.
What the discussion thus appears to be about is WTF we did lhis. Am correct? I was told I had two goals:
1. Make lhis work
2. Don’t reboot
#1 wasn’t being met at the time, and as far as #2, we have special-casing and ether beautiful things you can do when you
~mplement your own INF installer that drastically minimizes rebcots. I have been told that I will be shot if I cause a
machine to reboot, so I don~ want to do so.
I’d like to know what "beautiful things" you’[~ doing that setupapi wasn~. Since setupapi make alt attempts at avoiding
reboots, I’m inclined to believe that "beautiful" may equate to "slimy hacks", but Fll reserve judgement unlil I see your
response.
These are my recollections offhand. If there are further ~ssues/questions, perhaps we wouid be better suited to meet so
we can have Q/A rather than the drawn-out exchanges of ... Exchange marl.
> --- Orlglnat Message ....
> From:

> SemtL:
> To:
> ~:
> Subject:

ScoLt Harrison

Wednesday, Febnaary 20, 2002 4:56 PN
Zach F~bln~n
Marian Trandafir; ~b ~th; ~nny McMichael; ~’etL Miller
Sfp %oi and WM setup

> Zach can you describe the bugs we hit with the existing sip
> implementation that prompted us To use the SFC rill api directly.
I know the lack of file versioning is one issue are There others?

As background for Those not in the loop The current plans of
the wm tearrl are
I) ask for and get approval for WM setup to use this
undocumented sfp api since it ~s a Windows Security API (we
do this wJth d~m for example)
2) change code to not use undocumented security /wfp APJ if
exception is no~ granted. (unknown what The work is involved
to do this)
Documeming the SFP API is NOT. par of this plan and is NOT
acceptable to anyone involved here.
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